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Learn more or change settings here. Only the TV source button will remain lit If your TV does not
respond, go back to step 1 and try another code If this happens, go back to step 1 and start over. If
you cannot find a valid code there, then search the listings for individual device types TV, CBL, VCR,
DVD, etc. Please feel free to share additional comments below. Click here for more information on
the types of cookies we use and how to change your cookie settings. Refer to the owners manual for
your remote control to find programming instructions and codes. Please feel free to share additional
comments below. A BOSE Home Theater can be controlled with any universal remote if you have the
correct programming guide and the correct remote codes for the sound bar. If the codes below do
not work with your BOSE Home Theater, please leave a comment below with the model number of
your remote control and we will find you the correct remote code. Program your universal remote
control to a BOSE Home Theater. Use the following 4 and 5 digit remote codes. BOSE Home Theater
4 Digit Remote Control Codes 1960 3741 0666 1256 1280 1229 BOSE Home Theater 5 Digit Remote
Control Codes 01982 31517 30189 31229 11144 31933 31934 31935 20752 These other 5 digit
remote codes may work for older BOSE Home Theater Systems 01106 01187 01376 01254 00476
00276 00810 NOTE Bose systems are set to RF commands by default. Go into the menu of the Bose
system and change the settings so it can accept infrared remote IR commands. All remote codes
reported working with BOSE Home Theater Bose CineMate GS Series II, Bose 123 audio system,
Bose Acoustimass 10 Series IV Home Entertainment Speaker System, Bose SoundTouch, Bose
Lifestyle SoundTouch 535 Entertainment System, Bose CineMate Series II Digital Home Theater
Speaker System, and more. You can also check the remote programming instructions included in the
packaging of your remote or find a YouTube video for your specific model number
remote.https://www.anancybooks.com/userfiles/coltolux-75-manual.xml

bose cinemate universal remote manual, bose cinemate tv remote codes, bose
cinemate universal remote codes, bose solo cinemate universal remote manual, bose
cinemate universal remote control manual, bose cinemate 15 universal remote codes,
bose solo cinemate universal remote control, bose cinemate ii universal remote codes,
bose cinemate 120 universal remote codes, bose cinemate universal remote device
codes book, bose cinemate universal remote manual, bose cinemate universal remote
manual, bose cinemate universal remote manual.

Once you find the stepbystep instructions to program the remote to work with your BOSE, use the
remote codes included on this page. Jump to the MOST COMMON UNIVERSAL REMOTE CODES
FOR TV here The most common 2, 3, 4, and 5 digit universal TV remote codes can be found on the
following pages 2 digit TV remote codes, 3 digit TV remote codes, 4 digit TV remote codes, and 5
digit TV remote codes. PLEASE HELP US AND ALL THE READERS If you have found a remote code
that works with your BOSE, please use the comment form below and tell us and all our readers
which remote code worked for which device. Your help will be much appreciated. Need more help
programming your remote to your BOSE Home Theater. Please leave questions below. Please Share
Our Remote Control Codes Click to share on Facebook Opens in new window Click to share on
Twitter Opens in new window Click to share on Pinterest Opens in new window Click to share on
Reddit Opens in new window Click to print Opens in new window Click to email this to a friend
Opens in new window. Email check failed, please try again Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by
email. Please choose a different delivery location.Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and
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we don’t sell your information to others. Please try again.Please try again.Show details. Ships from
and sold by Front Row Electronics.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try
your search again later.Controls the system and most video components attached to your TV. Serves
as an upgrade to the slim, fourbutton remote that comes with the Bose Solo or CineMate II system.
Also ideal as a replacement for a lost or damaged CineMate 1 SR or GS II system remote. Includes
installed battery.http://formula-rentacar.com/userfiles/coltivazione-outdoor-cannabis-manuale.xml

Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data
average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are
from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later.
IslandSandy 3.0 out of 5 stars It was received quickly and in good condition. Programming was also
quick and easy for the Sony Television. So anytime I wanted full screen I had to go back to my old tv
remote. Since digital channels have been around for several years now I was surprised that this was
not a feature on this remote. In our area we do not have any channels with whole numbers. Within a
few days of purchasing this remote I realized from my recommendations on Amazon.com that a new
version from Boze was coming out which is the RCPWSII. I called Boze and inquired if it you could
input the digital numbers. At first I was told this was not on the new version either. Upon my
pushing the issue in regards to their online photo showing a hypen and asking if that was to be used
for the decimal point, the tech checked further and returned to say you could in fact input the digital
numbers via the hypen button. At that point, I preordered the new remote. Since I was going to have
to wait a few weeks to get it, I chose to keep this remote to use in the interrim. Sometimes it would
scroll through the list of inputs backwards and forwards, other times it would only move forward.
Then on day 31 too late to return the channel button stopped working. Some times you could change
the channel while other times it just renewed the current channel. During all these difficulties my
original tv remote continued to work flawlessly. I received my new remote and will update this
review and will do a review on it when I get it programmed. I am hoping to have better luck with it.

In all good conscience I would not recommend this remote if you have digital channel numbers and
want to use the previous channel button.I wanted something larger that wouldnt get lost in the sofa
cushions and go missing for days. It certainly works, right out of the box, to control the Bose unit
with no programming necessary. It has the functions to control your other devices, but beware if you
set it up to do so. I paired it with my Samsung television and when the remote is idle, i.e. no being
used to raise or lower volume, it takes on a life of its own and starts randomly controlling the
television. I need to click another function button to get it off the TV mode yet it switches back and
starts to change the TV channels on its own or power the TV on and off. Most of the time I need to
remove the batteries to keep it from going insane.Bose Universal remote is built very solid and
programming my TV, Bluray, and Verizon box only took less than 5 minutes. However, that is where
all the good stuff about this remote ends. This remote has one important buttons missing, which
makes me keep my Bluray and Verizon remote close to me. You will find that it does not have button
for subtitles or ejecting the Bluray.Its not beautiful, but it works with all my devices, including my
Apple TV. Setup was very easy; the only thing missing is a single button to turn on all devices.I was
concerned about the programing of the universal functions based on reviews I had read prior to
purchase. The programing went very smooth and the TV, Direct TV HD DVR, and Panasonic BLU
RAY DVD player all programmed with no issues at all. One big peice of advise to navigate through
the large number of codes would be to determine how old your equipment is. If it is fairly new start
with the codes at the bottom of list as they appear to be listed from older to newer. The whole
programming took roughly 15 minutes to complete.

I absolutely love this new remote and not having to fumble with four remotes at a time.That said so
far for all basic usage this Bose Universal Solo remote is just the job and so handy that ALL volume
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is now controlled in one place by a single button. Highly recommended for all Solo users for up to a
maximum of five inter connected appliances.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I
have been in touch with technical support at Bose and was told there is no facility at the moment to
access recordings with humax or sky boxes. This should be made clear on packaging, very
disappointed.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Very easy to set up. Am delighted with it.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again I do however do not see the need for the VCR option. I dont know
anybody with this anymore. Seriously needs updating. Gets 4 stars for value for money.Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again Now I only need the one remote fantastic.Sorry, we failed
to record your vote. Please try again Man kann sie sowohl uber Codes, als auch uber die
Direkteingabe alter Fernbedienungen anlernen. Mein Fernseher steht etwa 5 m von mir entfernt,
diese Distanz meistert die Fernbedienung hervorragend.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please
try again Die meistgebrauchten Funktionen meines Philips TV und des Sony BD Players sowie die
Funktionen des Bose Solo kann ich nun mit einer FB bedienen leider beim TV nicht alle z.B.
Timeshift USB Recordingdie Pausetaste funktioniert im TV Mode nicht deshalb nur 4 Sterne.
Trotzdem gut und preiswert.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Quindi se avete
bisogno di un ricambio BOSe cercate su AMAZON.

Telecomando nuova versione, ma pienamente compatibile con il mio CINEMATE.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Nunja es ist nun mal Konkrurenzprodukt.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. Please try
again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key
to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search
again later.Also serves an upgrade for the slim, fourbutton remote that comes with the Bose Solo TV
sound system. Can be easily programmed to control many connected devices. Ergonomic contoured
shape naturally conforms to the hand. Two AA batteries included.Amazon calculates a product’s star
ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into
account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and
factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later. Thomas 5.0 out of 5 stars
With this remote I was able to program it to my satellite box, Apple TV, TV, Bose system of course,
blue ray player, AND my Xbox. And I still have an open button to program it to. The only problem
that I have with this is that I cannot control the volume on my TV since the sound is automatically
programmed to the Bose system. This isnt really a problem since I have everything attached to my
sound system so I keep the TV muted or on low.It was this cute tiny thing hard to keep track of it
then finally lost it for good. One of those mysterieslike did the dog just eat it or what. So I ordered
another one from Amazon. Got the big one his timetoo big t lose. Figured I could program the TV
and the cable box into this on remoteno more a table full of remotes.

So far I havent figured out how to get this done but not giving up yet, As for using it for my Bose, I
didnt have to anything other than put a couple batteries in the remote and I was good to go. Ill post
later about getting the other things programmed into it. They say it can be done well see, if so Ill
give this a star.Then I programmed it to turn off the Sony TV and DirecTV satellite box at the same
time. That worked, but then the remote couldnt control any other functions except the Cinevate10. I
powered off all of my devices, took out the remote batteries and started from scratch. I was able to
get the DVD player and satellite box working, but not the TV. I tried 3 more times, read blogs, did
everything I could, but no dice. Based on other reviews, youre gambling if you buy this product. You
decide if its worth your time.But not having control over sound is a big problem. Insignia TV. Went
through the device code thing tediously pushing the plus buttom on volume and tested each thing
they had programmed in. None worked volume. This was a replacement for a previous remote that



worked the volume and everything else on my TV and all my other devices fine. Why I have no idea.
But given this, I have to rate it as a 1 star. Also There is no real bose support for this product.
Doesnt appear on support side of their webpages does on the sales side. Minimal documentation it
ships with.It is better than my old Logitech programmable remote. Performs all the functions on my
Samsung 4K TV, Direct TV DVR and the Bose. Truly a one piece replacement for all 3 remotes. Very
easy setup. The only issue I have is the sleep timer for the TV, The TV remote is a two button push
and so far on the Bose remote I have to go through the main menu and dig for it, about six buttons
deep.It connected with no problems to our system and worked exactly as expected.

I have not personally tried using it as a universal remote since we control everything through our
Xbox, but I would expect it would work just fine since it comes with a big pamphlet of different
system codes to connect to.But it works. I misplaced the remote that came with the speaker so I had
to buy this. Here it is almost two months later and I found the one I lost in the dog grooming supply
box. I am now using the original one and using this as a backup. You Might Also Like It’s compact
size and stellar Bluetooth connectivity make it the perfect companion to pump out jams on my
smartphone when I’m on the go.Check and check! But if and only if your speaker supports the
infrared IR protocol. Bose speakers need an IR signal in order to control them technically the control
happens via IR and radio frequency, or RF, waves. Refer to the owner’s manual for your remote
control to find programming instructions and codes. This includes some of the most popular Bose
models like Solo, Soundlink Mini, Soundtouch, Soundlink Micro, Soundlike Color, Soundlike Resolve,
Bose Companion 2, and Bose Home Speaker 500 as well as many soundbars and surroundsound
setups. If so, please type “Righto!” in the Comments field below. The Elite is not perfect, but it’s the
closest thing to it that you can get in a remote today. From its colorful LCD touchscreen to haptic
feedback to its integration with the smart home and Alexa, the Elite gets the job done. Oh, and looks
really cool on your coffee table or bedstand too. As far as integration with Bose, if your speaker
supports IR would be able to control it using the Elite. You can read my full review of the Logitech
Harmony Elite here. The remote has pretty much all of the same features of the Elite, minus the LCD
touchscreen. It will also only let you control eight devices which is seven less than you can control
with the Elite.

However, it is much less expensive and for this reason, it often gets top billing from many industry
publications including the Wirecutter and CNET. Like the Harmony Companion, it includes a
physical remote, plus unlimited smartphone control. However, Logitech touted this for a long time as
the best option for smartphone users. The remotes itself is slightly different than the Companion.
You can read my review comparing the two here. The most apparent one is in the area of streaming
media. Caavo is good at amassing content across your streaming services into a single interface.
This makes it easy to compare prices for movies, for example, and then choose the least expensive
option. Caavo states that it can “control all popular Bose systems and soundbars” on its device
compatibility page. Its patented adaptive technology changes the interface of the device to display
those controls for what you point it at. While support for Bose is limited to integration with Spotify
for some Bose speakers as of this writing, this is a remote to watch. As noted on the SevenHugs
website “Smart Remote is compatible with Bose via infrared or via WiFi through the Spotify
integration. You should be able to add your Bose LivestyleV20 by adding an infrared device in the
Smart Remote App.” If you are interested in using SevenHugs to control your Bose speakers, I
suggest that you contact Sevenhugs first to understand whether it is compatible with the speakers
you own. You can also read my review of Sevenhugs vs Harmony Elite here. Nicholas Turner is one.
Nice job with the unboxing and review, man. I’ll include a table featuring the toprated ones below. If
you want a universal remote that will let you control, your Bose speaker as well as other home
theater devices, check out the previous section featuring my top 5 universal remote picks. Or
perhaps you simply want to replace an existing Bose remote that you lost or is broken I look forward
to hearing from you!



We are a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising
program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to
Amazon.com. Writeinteractive may earn a commission when you link to Amazon from our site. There
is never an additional cost to you.We are a participant in the Amazon Associates program, an
affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to
Amazon.com and affiliated sites. Contact us and we will get back to you within one business day.
Continued use of this site indicates that you accept this policy. Got It. Can be easily programmed to
control many connected devices. Ergonomic contoured shape naturally conforms to the hand. Two
AA batteries included. The site may not work properly if you dont update your browser. If you do not
update your browser, we suggest you visit old reddit. Press J to jump to the feed. Press question
mark to learn the rest of the keyboard shortcuts Log in sign up User account menu 2 Need universal
remote code for Bose Cinemate II I just bought this universal remote but cant seem to be able to
program it to turn on my bose speakers. The code that is suggested in the manual is 31229 but it
doesnt work for me. I have a few questions. 1. Does the Bose receiver have to be turned on in the
first place to even program the universal remote. 2. Does anybody have any other 5 digit remote
code suggestions. Or any other suggestions on how I can turn on my speakers. The other codes are
not accepted but I still cant turn on the bose system with my universal remote. Im thinking the bose
system has to be on in the first place to program the remote but I could be wrong. Any other
suggestions. All rights reserved Back to top. Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Create a free
account Representative 21.9% APR variable.

Credit offered by NewDay Ltd, over 18s only, subject to status. Terms apply.Please try your search
again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.We will only be able to confirm if this product
can be delivered to your chosen address when you enter your delivery address at checkout. If you
are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates through seller support Amazon
calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average.
The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later.
Music Reviewer 4.0 out of 5 stars ALMOST perfect. Superb build quality and it controls the Bose
Solo out of the box and you have to program in the codes for other devices a fairly straightforward
job as the code guide book is comprehensive. The only downside is that it doesnt have a learn facility
to learn the IR pattern for remotes that are not listed in the book.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It works fine but the
setup has my family still using the two remotes instead of one.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Seems slightly defective but ill live with it.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again.


